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Bar & Court Admissions
- Kansas
- Court of Federal Claims
- Missouri (inactive)

Education
- J.D., The University of Kansas School 

of Law
- M.A., The University of Kansas, 

Sociology
- B.A., The University of Kansas, 

Environmental Studies and Sociology

Shane is here to help businesses in their quest to navigate the thicket of federal 
government contracting, with a focus on those issues affecting small businesses. He excels 
in drafting both transactional and lit igation documents and advising clients on FAR and SBA 
contracting rules, skills that come in handy in solving the riddles of government contracting.

Shane has achieved positive results for clients in numerous lit igation matters including bid 
protests before GAO; size and status protests (including SDVOSB status) before the SBA 
area office; size and status appeals before SBA OHA; contract administration issues with 
contracting officers; and claims appeals. In the transactional world associated with federal 
government contracts, he has worked on mentor-protégé agreements, joint venture 
agreements, operating agreements, subcontracts, teaming agreements, and other 
documents. Shane also provides insights to contractors into important compliance matters 
in areas such as affiliation and size standard compliance, limitations on subcontracting, and 
joint venture principles.  

In this endeavor, he draws on his years of work with a boutique law firm specializing in 
debtor-creditor issues. In that position, he advised clients on small business issues, 
financial matters and how to run through the gauntlet of government-sanctioned review. 
He has lit igated numerous issues of state and federal law before federal courts, with issues 
ranging from real property law to interpretation of loan documentation and divorce 
decrees.



While at the University of Kansas School of Law, Shane served on the Kansas Law Review as the 
Symposium Editor and was a member of the Moot Court Council. Shane also served as judicial 
intern for Judge Dale L. Somers of the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Kansas 
while in law school.

Prior to law school, Shane served as a Peace Corps volunteer for two years in Jamaica and 
received a master?s degree and undergraduate degrees from the University of Kansas. Shane is a 
fan of both Lawrence, Kansas, and the University of Kansas Jayhawks sports teams. He is such a 
fan of Lawrence that he came back from the sunny shores and Blue Mountains of the Caribbean 
to live in Lawrence. He usually spends his free time with his wife and two kids and can often be 
found strolling downtown Lawrence, biking, camping, or playing Pokémon.

Speak ing

- "Size Protests: How to Avoid, Bring, and Defend." 2020 Koprince Law LLC Webinar.
- "Current Issues in Government Contracting." Congresswoman Hartzler 's Procurement 

Conference, Warrensburg, MO.
- "Game Changer: An Update on the SBA's Universal Small Business Mentor-Protégé 

Program." Co-Presenter. Govology Webinar.

Recent  Publicat ions

- "Paycheck Protection Program: Is it Helping Small Businesses?" SmallGovCon, 2020.
- DOD: Sole-Source Contracts up to $100 Million Don?t Need Justification." SmallGovCon, 

2020.
- "DoD SDVOSB Contracts: OIG Reports Major Problems." SmallGovCon, 2020.
- "VA Simplifies SDVOSB Reverification Process." SmallGovCon, 2019.
- "GAO Upholds Agency?s Cancellation of LPTA Procurement with only One Acceptable 

Offer." SmallGovCon, 2019.
- "Don?t Forget to Submit Invoices on Time, Says ASBCA." SmallGovCon, 2019.
- "SBA Issues Proposed Rule Implementing Small Business Runway Extension Act." 

SmallGovCon, 2019.
- "GAO Highlights SBA Oversight Issues with WOSB Certification and Lack of Use of WOSB 

Set-Asides." SmallGovCon, 2019.
- "VA CVE, Under New Rules, Closely Examining Franchise and Similar Agreements." 

SmallGovCon, 2019.
- "How to Comply with the Rules on Ownership Changes and Maintain the Business? 

Socioeconomic Status and Contracts." Contract Management Magazine, March 2019.
- "SDVOSB Regulations Reveal Typo in Exceptions to Ownership Conditions." SmallGovCon, 

2019.
- "2018 NDAA: Changes to the HUBZone Program." SmallGovCon, 2019.
- "COFC: False Information in SDVOSB Application Proper Grounds for VA Removal." 

SmallGovCon, 2019.



Recent  YouTube Videos 
- "CMMC: Cybersecurity, Trust but Verify Edition." YouTube, 2020.
- "SAM.Gov, Beta.SAM.Gov, SAM I Am? Sorting Out the Changes in the System for Award 

Management." YouTube, 2019.
- "Why Should You File Bid Protests at GAO?" YouTube, 2019.
- "2018 GAO Bid Protest Report Shows 44% Success Rate, With Little Change Compare to 

Prior Years." YouTube, 2019. 
- "At CBCA, Small Claims Procedure Nets Winning Claim for Extra Work." YouTube, 2018.

Represent at ive Mat t ers
- Garnered a corrective action after protesting that an agency must refer matters regarding 

small-business contractor responsibility to the SBA for a certificate of competency.
- Successfully argued that an agency must maintain its follow-on or renewable 

procurements under set-aside programs under the ?Once 8(a) Always 8(a) Rule?; the 
agency took corrective action.

- Analyzed latent ambiguities in solicitation language to argue at GAO that proposals 
submitted to alternate submission pathways cannot be rejected by an agency. 

- Challenged an agency evaluation of a proposal under which the agency unreasonably 
relied on unstated evaluation criteria and the agency ignored the contractor?s good faith 
compliance with all agency discussion requests.

- Prepared SBA OHA Size Protests, including analysis of affiliation issues such as ostensible 
subcontractor affiliation under the ?unusually reliant? and Dover Staffing tests.

- Drafted joint venture agreements to assist small business concerns with other small 
business, and with larger mentors, to pursue complex contracts.

- Reviewed ownership interest purchase agreements to address issues of potential 
affiliation between buyer and seller.

- Revised LLC operating agreements to ensure compliance with control, negative control 
unanimity requirements, and affiliation issues under SBA regulations.

- Reviewed reseller agreements to ensure compliance with applicable limitations on 
subcontracting and the Non-Manufacturer Rule.

- Prepared memoranda to advise clients in the following set-aside areas: SDVOSB, 8(a), 
HUBZone.

- Achieved corrective action in agency protest based on failure to evaluate compliance 
with limitations on subcontracting.

- Prepared analysis of HUBZone clear line of fracture rules for whether to count 
affiliate employees.

- Analyzed retroactive nature of HUBZone rules covering employees who move out of 
HUBZones.

- Assisted client in analyzing 8(a) Program certification in light of connection with past 
program participant.

Shane may be contacted by telephone at (785) 200-8919 or by email at 
smccall@koprince.com.
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